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Introduction 

Britain First is on the ropes. Their genuine 

numbers are falling almost as fast as their 

paid for likes are rising. Their 

demonstrations and 'Days of action' are 

increasingly laughable and their 'National 

conference' attracted less than 50 

attendees (most of whom appear to have 

been leadership, security and press). 

With the launch of The EBFington Post, we 

at Exposing Britain First have moved our 

campaign up a level. The Post isn’t the only 

change we’ve made but it will be a 

significant part of the new-look campaign. 

This inaugural edition summarizes what we 

know about Britain First so far. It’s a 

reference document containing all the 

information you’ll need to combat the lies 

(and to undermine the liars) of Britain First. 

Over time The EBFington Post will become a 

comprehensive resource for information, 

not only about Britain First but about a 

range of other far-right groups that 

threaten our nation’s harmony. Britain First 

will soon be dead but The EBFington Post 

will continue on. 

Over the last two years we have amassed a 

large amount of information about Britain 

First, its organisation, its business model, its 

key players and many of the most regular 

trolls. We know about court cases and 

convictions, we know about influences and 

inspirations and we know about links with 

overseas terror organisations. 

Some people try to settle their differences 

with violence. That's not what we do at EBF. 

We believe that the pen is mightier than the 

sword and Britain First has been allowed to 

write and print lies for far too long. 

The time has come for us to start using the 

information we have amassed in the 

defence of our country. We are the real 

patriots. We value our society and wish no 

harm upon any of our fellow Brits. More 

than that, we wish no harm upon any of our 

fellow humans, no matter how desperate 

they may be. 

Britain First abuses the desperate and those 

in minority. They're not patriots, they're 

bullies. 

We extend the hand of compassion and 

friendship to those in need. Closer to home 

we work to protect all British citizens from 

the destructive, unpatriotic abuses of 

groups like Britain First. Because we're the 

real patriots - we value our society without 

pretending that we're somehow more 

deserving than anyone else. We're patriotic 

- not nationalistic. And we've had enough of 

Britain First!  
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A declaration of war 

This day we declare war on British Fascism 

and its public face, Britain First:  

Article 1. We declare war, we need no guns, 

no bombs, no violence. Our armour is truth, 

our swords compassion, our guns equality, 

our missiles peace;  

Article 2. We declare war on your racism, 

bigotry and lies;  

Article 3. We declare war on your abuse of 

the abused;  

Article 4. We declare war to protect the 

memories of two young fathers, brutally 

slain. Let them rest in peace;  

 

Article 5. The world stood united 70 years 

ago and breathed a sigh of relief. They had 

stood as one to crush the Fascist 

oppression, 60 million dead, humanity 

broken;  

Article 6. Britain First your ideology died in a 

dirty Berlin Bunker in 1945. We will not 

stand by and let your bigotry make Muslims 

the Jews of 1933. You shout the Unionist 

catch phrase of ‘No surrender’. We shout, 

scream and cry ‘NEVER AGAIN’;  

Article 7. Britain is one nation, a myriad of 

cultures, languages and beliefs. Rich beyond 

your shallow money obsessed dreams. Rich 

because of our differences, our heritage 

made stronger with each new immigrant. 

Our strength is our diversity, our future is 

multicultural;  

Article 8. Britain is one nation representing 

ALL nations;  

Article 9. We challenge your leaders to 

come to EBF. Come and justify your FASCIST 

ideology, your lies, your deceit. Send your 

trolls and we will crush them! Send your 

soldiers and we will smash them! Live by 

social media - Die by social media;  

Article 10. Censorship, Hate, Ignorance, 

Hate, Bigotry - your weapons are weak.  

We are 73 thousand strong, we are family. 

We are EBF.  

WE ARE THE PRIDE. WE ARE AT WAR! 
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Background 

Britain First is a registered political party 

but that’s not all it is. It’s also the latest in a 

long line of far right organisations leading 

right back to Baronet Ernold Oswald 

Mosley’s treacherous, violent, blackshirts.   

 

Mosley (pictured above) was a Nazi 

sympathiser who did all he could to 

persuade Brits to join Hitler and the Nazis in 

the second world war. He was head of the 

British Union of Fascists (BUF), a group of 

anti-semitic, white supremacists who 

terrorised Britain’s streets for a decade. 

 

After the Blackshirts came Enoch Powell 

(pictured above), a racist West Midlands 

MP who campaigned for decades against 

black immigrants. It’s ironic that Powell 

himself was instrumental in inviting black 

workers to Britain to shore up the NHS 

(admittedly with a racist cap on the type of 

jobs they could do). Fortunately nobody 

listened to his attempts to provoke civil 

unrest, except for a small number of racist 

thugs and he failed.  

But he did pass the racist torch to another 

group of white supremacists – the National 

Front. This group of street thugs were well 

known for their violent rampaging 

demonstrations and racist attacks. In its 

heyday in the 1970s the NF spawned 

several spin off groups, some of which still 

survive today. You may recognise this man.  

 

He’s Nick Griffin who led the racist British 

National Party (BNP) into electoral oblivion 

in recent years. 
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Two important members of the BNP during 

Griffin’s brief period of success were Paul 

Golding and fundraiser Jim Dowson. 

Golding was a regional organiser for the 

BNP who eventually rose to become part of 

the National BNP leadership as 

‘Communications Officer’ – a post that 

relied heavily upon the ability to manipulate 

publicity and propaganda. Here’s what the 

19 year old Golding had to say back in 2002. 

 

He wasn’t exactly ‘skilful’ as a spin doctor 

even then. As we shall see he hasn’t 

improved much during the intervening 

years. 

Dowson, who cut his teeth with loyalist 

paramilitary groups in Northern Ireland and 

American fundamentalist Christian pressure 

groups, brought his own considerable 

publicity and marketing expertise to the 

party. 

Dowson left the BNP following one of 

several sexual misconduct allegations 

against him. Golding, eager to stay with the 

money left with him. This dubious duo 

formed their own party – Britain First. So 

we can see that from the very beginning 

Britain First has had racism, violence and 

cynical manipulation of the public running 

through its core. To Dowson and Golding 

racism is a high profit yield industry. As Jim 

Dowson himself told channel 4 News: 

“If you apply professional marketing 

techniques and publicity to political 

fundraising – it’s a gift” 

(Jim Dowson) 

 

Jim Dowson (left) & Paul Golding at the 

2015 Britain First conference near Sheffield. 

Like their racist, nationalist predecessors, 

Britain First feeds on fear. As the BNP fell 

into decline a new group rose, the English 

Defence League (EDL), led by racist football 

hooligan Steven Yaxley Lennon (also known 

as Tommy Robinson), his cousin Kevin 

Carroll and convicted paedophile Richard 

Price.  

http://www.thefreelibrary.com/They+think+they+are+the+dynamic+right-wing+force+in+politics+..all+I...-a085024558
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The EDL also fell apart when Robinson and 

Carroll defected to Quilliam (a Muslim led 

anti-terrorist organisation) following 

accusations of financial irregularities. ‘Cash 

for the boys at the top’ seems to be a fairly 

regular theme in Nationalist organisations. 

But while it lasted the English Defence 

League did manage to unite some of the 

most paranoid and racist groups from 

across the country. The EDL was implicated 

in a string of anti-Muslim attacks and even 

Mosque bombings and arson.  

 

These people suddenly found themselves 

with nowhere to go and Britain First has 

capitalised on their sense of abandonment 

ever since. 

Building upon the distortions of all the 

groups that came before them, Golding and 

his cronies vociferously claim that the UK is 

the subject of a takeover by Muslims 

(specifically Pakistani Muslims). Ignoring the 

reality that Muslims make up only 5% of the 

British population, they fuel the fires of 

paranoia among violent nationalists with 

threats of ‘creeping sharia’.  

 

Like ambulance-chasing solicitors, they 

jump on every media story that fits their 

agenda before holding a demonstration 

pretending that they are the ones doing the 

exposing. And on the back of all this, of 

course, they ask for money to further the 

cause. Britain First is a business at heart and 

its main aim is to make money. Nazism is 

really just Britain First’s most profitable 

market place. 

Godwin’s law is the idea that in any web 

based discussion the first person to call 

their opponent a Nazi is the loser, the word 

Nazi is used so commonly and so 

inaccurately. But Godwin’s law only applies 

if the accused really isn’t a Nazi. Remember 

where Britain First came from. From Mosley 

to Powell, from Powell to the National Front 

and the BNP, from the BNP to the EDL and 

finally Britain First. The common thread 

running through it all is racism, religious 

hatred, white supremacy and a paranoid 

fear of ‘the other’.  

The target has evolved a little over the 

years. In the 1930s the scapegoats were the 

Jews. In modern Britain the scapegoats are 

Muslims.   
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Inspiration 

Jayda Fransen isn’t only Britain First’s 

‘Deputy leader’. She’s also the Biffers’ Press 

officer, according to her online biography at 

BritainFirst.org. So we thought we’d 

compare her recent article to the German 

Nazi Party’s equivalent – Der Sturmer 

editor, Julius Streicher. The results were 

very interesting. 

 

There are some differences. Streicher’s 

work in the 1930s and 1940s was all about 

demonising Jews. Fransen’s task here in 

modern UK is to try to make us all hate 

Muslims. But the tactics are the same, the 

repetitive simplicity of the message is the 

same too. It seems that the Biffers are 

learning their lessons from the Nazis and 

following the instructions to the letter… 

“If you tell a big enough lie and tell it 

frequently enough, it will be believed.”   

(Adolf Hitler) 

 

It doesn’t take a genius to see that this is 

precisely the tactic that Britain First has 

been using for years now: 

They’ve over simplified the issue of child 

sexual exploitation to pretend it’s a Muslim 

issue alone; 

They’ve over-simplified the issue of 

religious extremism to make it seem as 

though it’s a Muslim issue alone; 

They’ve over-simplified the problem of 

violent crime on British streets to make it 

seem as though it’s a Muslim problem 

alone; 

They’ve over-simplified the problem of 

religious bigotry to make it seem as though 

it’s a Muslim problem alone.  

Can you see a pattern here? 

http://www.britainfirst.org/people/jayda-fransen/
http://www.britainfirst.org/people/jayda-fransen/
https://exposingbf.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/ebf-fransen-meets-streicher.pdf
https://exposingbf.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/ebf-fransen-meets-streicher.pdf
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Just like the Nazis, Britain First has 

exaggerated the impact of the UK’s minority 

Muslim population and likened them to 

subhumans or vermin. This is precisely what 

Hitler’s Nazi party did to German Jews in 

the build up to the second world war. 

Julius Streicher wrote in Der Sturmer (the 

Nazi propaganda newspaper) in 1938… 

“The Jews are a people of bastards, afflicted 

with all diseases, They are a people of 

criminals and outcasts. They are the carriers 

of disease and vermin among men . . . A 

rotten apple cannot be assimilated by a 

basketful of healthy apples. Mice and rats 

cannot be acknowledged as useful pets and 

live within the community     . . . . Bacteria, 

vermin and pests cannot be tolerated . . . for 

reasons of cleanliness and hygiene we must 

render them harmless by killing them off . . . 

Why should we repress our feeling for 

cleanliness and hygiene when it comes to 

the Jew?” 

(Julius Streicher) 

 

 

 There’s something very powerful about 

visual images. That’s why Hitler’s 

propaganda machine published lots of 

sinister and degrading images of Jews. 

Britain First does the same thing to 

Muslims. They even misrepresent totally 

innocent images to make them seem 

sinister and alien. 

Britain First uses these images because they 

are emotive. They stir up peoples’ feelings 

and feelings are far easier to manipulate 

than reason.  
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“The people can always be brought to the 

bidding of their leaders. All you have to do is 

tell them that they are in danger of being 

attacked and denounce the pacifists for lack 

of patriotism and exposing the country to 

danger.” 

(Hermann Goering) 

 

You’d have to be very frightened indeed to 

think that a group of devout people praying 

to the God of Abraham is a threat to 

national security! 

But don’t just take our word for it. Go on 

Britain First’s Facebook page and ask them 

a question about their evidence or point out 

a true statement. Mention the fact that 

huge numbers of Muslims regularly protest 

against extremism or remind them that 

Muslims in the Middle East protected 

Christians at prayer during the Arab Spring. 

See how long it takes for you to be banned 

from commenting.  

And as you do so, spare a thought for the 

brave journalists and bloggers who suffer 

violence, threats and harassment from 

Britain First. Remember the businesses they 

urge their followers to boycott because 

their owners dared to voice a different 

opinion from Britain First’s. Not to mention 

the many calls in their Facebook discussions 

to boycott all Muslim businesses. Does that 

remind you of anything? 

 

The world has already seen what happens 

when political parties silence all opposition. 

We saw it in the 1930s in Germany – a 

disastrous attempt at government that 

damaged not only Germany itself but much 

of the rest of the world as well. 

Like Hitler and the Nazis, Britain First are 

careful not to tell people openly what they 

should do. Hitler never signed a single order 

to liquidate the Jews or even to invade 

Poland. He simply let his followers work it 

out and left them to out-do each other in 

perpetrating ever more barbaric violence, 

abuse and murder. Similarly you’ll never 

hear Paul Golding directly suggest violence 

against Muslims but it’s clear that Britain 

First has no difficulty in encouraging those 

who do. 

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/mushin-ahmed-granddad-81-dies-6295057
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/mushin-ahmed-granddad-81-dies-6295057
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It’s no coincidence that the sickening 

murder of 82 year old Mushin Ahmed took 

place in Rotherham. The South Yorkshire 

town had been the target of Britain First’s 

scaremongering and incitement of racial 

and religiously motivated violence for 

months immediately before the attack.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like circling vultures, Britain First pulled out 

all the stops to distort and capitalise upon 

the town’s child-exploitation scandal, using 

it to portray the Rotherham’s settled and 

peaceful Muslim community as a hotbed of 

anti-white, anti-Christian hostility. Exactly 

what sort of threat Mr. Ahmed presented to 

the four young men who beat him to death 

as he walked to his local Mosque is difficult 

to imagine. 

Mr. Ahmed’s brutal murder was 

symptomatic of the unrest that Britain First 

had so determinedly stirred up in 

Rotherham and they cannot deny the fact 

that his blood is on their hands. Hate crime 

against Muslims and Asians has risen 

exponentially since Britain First began its 

social media campaign, directly portraying 

multicultural UK as a war zone and 

http://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/Anti-Muslim-Hate-Crimes-Soar-in-UK-as-Far-Right-Sentiment-Grows-20150515-0027.html
http://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/Anti-Muslim-Hate-Crimes-Soar-in-UK-as-Far-Right-Sentiment-Grows-20150515-0027.html
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encouraging white Brits to join the fight 

against their Muslim neighbours. 

 

Recent hate crime figures suggest that the 

greatest danger facing our society comes 

not from Muslims or brown people – it 

comes from the increasingly radicalised 

white, Christian population. This is the 

demographic that Britain First appeals to 

and it seems that, toothless though the 

organisation itself is, the Biffers are making 

an impact. Anti-Islamic comments from 

Biffers on Facebook match perfectly the 

anti-Semitic propaganda of mid twentieth 

century Nazi Germany. 

Just like the Nazis from whom they take 

their inspiration, Britain First trades in fear. 

They know that making people afraid of 

their neighbours will lead to violence and 

unrest. And, as we shall see that’s a vital 

part of the Britain First business plan. Fear 

and hatred is a lucrative combination! 

 

 

Ideology 

So what exactly is Britain First’s ideology?  

 We know what they say they 

believe; 

 We know what their actions show 

them to believe; 

 We know that their real actions 

seem much more directed toward 

making money than toward fighting 

for any cause at all.  

The Biffers, as they have come to be known, 

describe themselves as ‘Patriots’ although 

their definition of patriotism varies from 

that of most UK citizens. It even varies 

within their own ranks. The majority seem 

to think that patriotism involves hatred of 

everyone and anyone not sufficiently like 

themselves. That leads them to consider it 

their patriotic duty to despise non-whites, 

non-UK nationals, non-Christians (especially 

Muslims), non-protestant Christians (except 

for their Deputy leader, Jayda Fransen 

who’s a Catholic), socialists, trade-unionists, 

liberals, conservatives, LGBT citizens, 

pacifists and even vegetarians. Someone 

ought to let them know that Hitler 

eschewed meat, describing broth as ‘corpse 

stew’, even whilst presiding over by far the 

most murderous regime of the 20th century. 

The upshot of all this is that the Biffers hate 

everyone except themselves, UKIP and a 

few, a very few, selected, other far right 

groups.  

http://www.telesurtv.net/english/news/Anti-Muslim-Hate-Crimes-Soar-in-UK-as-Far-Right-Sentiment-Grows-20150515-0027.html
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Other neo-nazi groups seem most likely to 

be accepted if they meet the following 

conditions: 

1. They don’t compete financially with 

Britain First; 

2. They are white supremacist; 

3. They are ‘Christian’ (at least 

nominally); 

4. They are anti-Islamic; 

5. They support the use of violence. 

Britain First’s hate-filled propaganda is 

destroying our society. Their lies are turning 

our once safe nation into a cess pit of 

intolerance and hostility. Their selfish quest 

for money depends entirely upon the fear 

and misery they create for so many of our 

fellow citizens. 

There is a race related issue to attend to in 

the UK. There is a very real problem and it’s 

important that citizens of all creeds and 

colours are able to identify its source. The 

problem is not Islam. Nor is it immigration 

or ethnicity. The problem is far right neo-

Nazi ideology, complete with racist 

overtones and violent religious intolerance. 

A large part of the problem is Britain First! 

White supremacism 

We’ve made the point before that Britain 
First is really just a racist, white supremacist 
bunch of malcontents. You can find the 
evidence here, here, here, here and here 
among other places. Of course the Biffers 
always deny their obvious racism whenever 

it’s pointed out. But that’s hardly credible. 
Especially when they post Facebook memes 
like the following. 

 

The image shows an anti-British National 
Party (BNP) rally. Interestingly the placards 
we see don’t mention race. They are very 
clear. These protestors are objecting to the 
BNP’s fascism. The placards rightly point 
out that the British National Party is a neo-
nazi organisation and their protest is on 
political, not racial grounds. Ironically, it’s 
the Britain First caption that brings race into 
the equation. But they’re not racist – 
apparently. 

It’s not all that surprising that Britain First 
supports the BNP. After all it was founded 
by BNP members and many of its hierarchy 
are former BNP activists. In fact the Britain 
First hierarchy is choc full of ex British 
National Party, ex English Defence League, 
ex National Front cronies. So it’s hardly a 
shock to see them conflate politics with 
race, is it? 

https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/05/07/nationalist-or-patriot/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/05/07/nationalist-or-patriot/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/06/05/the-not-racist-myth/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/05/05/not-racists-honest/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/05/22/the-white-genocide-myth/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/08/31/i-saw-this-and-wept/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/08/15/jayda-fransen-meets-julius-streicher/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/06/24/rampant-cronyism-and-corruption/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/06/24/rampant-cronyism-and-corruption/
https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/06/24/rampant-cronyism-and-corruption/
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And what do you imagine the rank and file 
Biffer sheep make of all this?  

Would you expect these fine, upstanding, 
‘non-racist’, ‘not at all fascist, honest’ 
citizens to call their Biffer leaders out on the 
obvious mistake of equating anti-Nazism 
with anti-white racism? Might it be 
reasonable to expect the occasional 
objection from Biffers who don’t see politics 
as a race issue?  

Well it might – if there actually were any 
Biffers who weren’t also white supremacist. 
Let’s see the sort of comments that actually 
appeared on the Britain First ‘echo-
chamber’ (we mean ‘Facebook page’). 

 

Let’s paraphrase John McKenna’s comment 

for those readers who don’t quite get it 

yet… 

“Britain First is so committed to freedom of 

speech and democracy that we’ll lock up 

everyone who doesn’t agree with us!” 

Biffers love to shout about not being racist. 

The argument goes something like this… 

Islam is a religion. Religions are choices 

people make. Choices don’t depend upon 

race. Opposing Islam isn’t racism. 

To an extent they’re right. Religions do 

cross racial boundaries and many non-

racists oppose religions for a host of 

ideological reasons. Many of our own, EBF 

supporters have made no secret of their 

opposition to religion, often on the grounds 

that some religions are themselves quite 

discriminatory. So it’s certainly true that 

one can oppose any or all religions without 

being racist. But…. 

For Britain First this is more than an 

ideological objection – it’s a form of 

discrimination. Whether that discrimination 

is based upon race or religion is less 

significant than the fact that it is 

discrimination. 

 

Opposing religion is one thing. Opposing the 

people who follow (often are simply born 

into) a particular religion is quite another. 

The most obvious example of this is the 

Nazi holocaust against Jews (on both 

religious grounds and in relation to physical, 

‘racial’ characteristics) but there are many 

others. 
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The atrocities committed both by Muslims 

and Christians in the former Yugoslavia, the 

Catholic versus Protestant ‘troubles’ in N. 

Ireland and the Buddhist persecutions 

across the Far East are all good examples, 

not to mention the Christian right’s 

atrocities in the US and continental Europe. 

Discrimination and persecution are 

inexcusable whatever label you choose to 

give their different ‘flavours’. 

 

So if discrimination on religious grounds is 

just as bad, why do we insist on calling the 

Biffers racists? The answer to that is easy….  

 

Because they are racists. 

 

Britain First has made it a matter of 

principle to conflate skin colour and 

religion. In their world view all Muslims are 

brown and all brown people are Muslims. 

It’s a crass over-simplification but it serves 

their purpose well. 

 

Above, we see the extent of their racism, 

not only against Asians but against anyone 

who isn’t both white and Christian. 
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Religious extremism 

Biffers like Paul Golding and Jayda “Dutchy” 
Fransen love to bang on about their 
Christian faith.  

Fuhrer Golding would like you to believe 
that the Christian faith is under attack in 
this country. He’d like you to believe that 
the only religious group automatically to 
hold legislative authority in the House of 
Lords is powerless in UK. He’d like you to 
believe that the largest religious 
demographic in Britain is a persecuted 
minority. And he’d like you to believe that 
he represents rank and file Christians across 
the nation. 

 

Very few people are stupid enough to 
believe this rubbish, of course. Christianity 
is no more a minority activity in UK than are 
tea drinking or fish and chip suppers. 

The British people are far more insightful 
about their national religion than Golding 
and Fransen give them credit for: 

 When Deputy Fuhrer Fransen 
advocates persecution of religious 
minorities she contradicts the 
teachings of Christ (1 Timothy 1:15); 

 When Golding advocates refusing to 
help those in need because of their 
skin colour or ethnicity he ignores 
the lessons of many of the New 
Testament’s most famous parables 
(luke 10:25-37); 

 When Britain First talks about their 
much longed-for ‘Holy war’ on UK 
streets they oppose the basic tenets 
of the famous Sermon on the 
mount; 

 When Biffers pretend to be Christian 
they both offend and discredit 
Christians across the nation. 

Britain First is a terrorist organisation 
justifying itself to itself by hijacking the 
peaceful religion of millions. Perhaps Britain 
First will damage Christianity’s peaceful 
reputation just as ISIS has damaged Islam’s. 
But… no… they’re not that relevant! 

Meanwhile Britain First continues to distort 

the message of both religions. In November 

2015 BF’s founder, Jim Dowson gave a 

speech (more like a sermon) in which he 

assured the assembled throng that 

Christianity exists for the destruction of 

non-Christians. Yes – you read that 

correctly. Just to be sure though, we’ll print 

it again… 

https://exposingbf.files.wordpress.com/2015/05/bf-ebf-proverbs-christian-hypocrisy-lies.jpg
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Timothy+1:15&version=NIV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+10%3A25-37&version=NIV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+5&version=NIV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+5&version=NIV
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In November 2015 BF’s founder, Jim 

Dowson gave a speech (more like a 

sermon) in which he assured the 

assembled throng that… 

Christianity exists for the 

destruction of non-Christians. 

You really couldn’t make it up. Except, of 

course, the Biffers have done exactly that! 

They first came to our attention when they 

mounted ‘Christian patrols’ back in 2012. 

Armed with an ex-army landrover and some 

ex-army bibles a handful of Biffers went 

around invading empty Mosques and 

threatening the skeleton staff (usually 

elderly) they found within. 

 

They have since moved on from that clearly 

cowardly tactic to hold banners outside 

other empty mosques, often at the crack of 

dawn before running away as soon as 

they’re noticed by the local population.  

But don’t underestimate these dangerous 

fools.  

 

They’re not very brave and they’re not very 

bright, but they know a lot of people who 

are more than willing to commit the 

atrocities that Paul and Jayda are too scared 

to carry out themselves.  

All Paul and Jayda have to do is light the 

blue touch paper and stand well back. 
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Inciting violence and ‘Holy war’ 

The idea of a ‘Holy war’ is a recurrent 

theme in Britain First’s rhetoric. Even if they 

don’t always say it directly (although 

sometimes they do) the imagery of crusader 

knights and the appeals to ‘patriots’ to 

defend traditional Christian values add up 

to a very clear message. These people are 

not the enemies of extremist violence – 

they are its propagators. They talk about 

civil war as though it’s some sort of 

romanticized, glorious game, ignoring the 

reality of division, injury and death that it 

brings. It’s worth remembering that Britain 

First’s co-founder, Jim Dowson recently 

faced charges relating to his extremist, 

loyalist activities in Northern Ireland.  

 

Britain First is deliberately provocative. 

Their activities are designed not to combat 

extremism but to radicalise white British 

society against Islam (just as the Nazis did 

against the Jews). Increasingly violent 

rhetoric and demonstrations, together with 

misleading propaganda isolates British 

Muslims leading to their radicalisation until 

the nation is truly divided against itself.  

 

Although Britain First claims to oppose only 

Muslim extremism they actually oppose the 

building of Mosques for ordinary Muslims 

too. They’ve spread a number of made up 

stories about traditional Christian churches 

being desecrated or graves disturbed to 

make way for Mosques. 

Paul Golding, leader of Britain First puts it 

very succinctly: 

“We’re here to pressurise 

the Muslim community” 

(Paul Golding, speaking to Channel 4 TV) 
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This image appeared over at Biffer Towers 

(Britain First’s Facebook page) in July 2015. 

In all honesty we were a little intrigued to 

know just which Lord and who the army 

was planning to fight. 

 

Was it YHWH? 

Was it Jehovah? 

Was it ‘God’? 

We were pretty sure it wasn’t Allah. 

Looking at some of the Biffer imagery a few 

people even thought it might be Odin or 

Thor. 

We’ve always known that the Biffers would 

like to start a civil war (or Holy war as Uncle 

Jim likes to describe it). They’ve never made 

any secret of that. It would be immensely 

profitable. Usually though their target ‘out 

group’ for this conflict is the Muslim 

community.  

Looking at recent posts from Biffer Towers 

it appears that they harbour equally violent 

intentions toward Roman Catholics. This 

latter twist seems to be a cynical attempt to 

curry favour with Ulster Unionists, a group 

and a cause that’s very close to co-founder 

Jim Dowson’s own heart. 

We have to wonder though… do the rank 

and file Biffers know (or even care) who 

they hate or is it just that they’re looking for 

any excuse for a scrap? 

A group of bloodthirsty loose cannons such 

as this who seem capable of turning their 

hatred against just about anyone is hardly a 

suitable model for social cohesion. On the 

contrary, Britain First is destructive, 

bloodthirsty, hate-filled and totalitarian. 
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Their subsidiary organisation, Knights 

Templar International makes its money by 

selling membership to white supremacists, 

eager to fool themselves into believing their 

won hype. KTI is just one of many Biffer 

sites masquerading as something else, often 

trying to appear much more innocent but 

always acting as a mechanism to make 

money for Britain First itself.  

 

The keyboard warriors who subscribe to KTI 

are rewarded with a little scroll, a 

membership card and the opportunity to 

buy Tee-shirts and other merchandise 

embellished with slogans such as ‘The 

Taliban Hunters Club’ or ‘Onward Christian 

Soldiers’ at vastly inflated prices.  

All over the UK, overweight, middle-aged 

dreamers are overcoming their mid-life 

crises by paying through their collective 

noses into Dowson, Fransen and Golding’s 

fantasy ‘brotherhood’.  

We told you it was a good business model, 

didn’t we? Unfortunately though, it’s much 

more sinister than that. 

KTI and BF’s keyboard warriors are harmless 

enough. They’re just sad little racists, desperate 

to convince themselves of their own relevance. 

They really are more to be pitied than blamed. 

But these terminally inadequate computer-

based crusaders are just the way that Britain 

First makes its money. 

 

The real danger comes from the hardcore 

racists, the career neo-Nazis who are much  
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more interested in actually hurting people 

than in typing one-handed fantasies about 

Nordic, Aryan maidens on a computer 

keyboard. 

Armed Forces Division 

 

“We won’t need the voting booths… 

we’ll have the streets!” 

That’s a line from the 1979 play ‘No more 

sitting on the old school bench’ by Alan 

Bleasdale. In it the National Front 

supporting caretaker of a secondary school 

is confronted by the school’s games teacher 

and revealed as the racist coward he really 

is. But he also reveals the far-right strategy 

in all its simplistic ‘glory’. 

Intimidate, attack, isolate and the votes 

won’t matter. Take control of the streets 

and rule by fear! 

 

Above we see Robin Lomax, a failed 

squaddie from Chesterfield (more about his 

nefarious activities in the section on 

radicalisation and grooming) whose claim to 

fame is to be the ‘leader’ of the Biffer’s 

‘Armed Forces Division’. This rag tag 

collection of wannabes, walts and has-

beens is hardly likely to strike fear into the 

hearts of ISIS but they do try. Well – they 

terrorize civilians anyway which in The 

Biffers’ Bumper Book of Bully Boy 

Shenanigans is almost as good. 
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Pictured below are Lomax and fellow thug, 

Steve (Regional Commanding Officer) Lewis. 

This is a still from the video of Britain First 

thugs attacking a cabaret troupe who had 

the audacity to disagree with UKIP. 

NB: At the time Britain First thought of itself 

as UKIP’s ‘attack dogs’. It isn’t clear whether 

or not UKIP encouraged these bully boy 

tactics. 

 

Lewis (left) & Lomax (Right) 

 

Paul Golding shouts at some dancers 

What we do know is that the man who was 

to become head of the Biffers’ ‘Armed 

Forces Division’ had no problem 

intimidating non-violent civilians because 

they dared to disagree with his own political 

views. 

We also know that he can’t count… 

 

 

Lomax and Golding’s ‘several hundred’ 

actually equated to around a dozen sad 

walts and has-beens, standing around in a 

car park with a big banner and a bad 

attitude. We thought we’d be kind to them 

and publish the pic from Burton (where 

their numbers were greater) but it’s still not 

very impressive. 

 

With attitudes like this we think it’s a good 

thing that Lomax is no longer a serving 

soldier. We’d hate to think that someone 
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such as this would ever be let loose with a 

firearm. 

And yet – there’s a more sinister side to the 

Armed Forces Division and we really 

shouldn’t underestimate its meaning. It’s 

true that Lomax’s wet dream is still in its 

infancy and the current turnout is nothing 

but a joke. However it’s also true that these 

unconscionable thugs have some very 

serious intentions and aspirations. We 

already know what they’d like to do after 

the way they intimidated political 

opponents across the South of England in 

the run up to the 2015 General election. 

Imagine what a group such as this could do 

with some proper training and leadership. 

Imagine if they had access to effective 

training in physical violence. 

Imagine if they ever got access to casual 

thugs with a history of violence. 

We’re sure we’re not the only ones who’ve 

long wondered just what Britain First’s 

claims about the long-unavailable ‘CRB’ 

check is all about. On one level, of course 

it’s just funny. They’re so out of touch that 

they can’t even use the right term in their 

lies. The Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) 

check has been unavailable for years. It’s 

been replaced as part of the wider overhaul 

of Safeguarding legislation in favour of the 

new Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) 

check. 

The point of the DBS check is to ensure that 

organisations working with vulnerable 

groups (health, social services, childrens’ 

workers, teachers etc) don’t unwittingly 

employ people who present a risk to the 

vulnerable people they work with. It’s a 

highly confidential service and only relevant 

organisations have access to the 

information revealed by the check. 

 

One reason for this is because the DBS 

check doesn’t just rely upon public domain 

records of convictions. It also includes 

police intelligence, spent convictions, 

suspicions and even potential guilt by 

association. This is because the risk to 

vulnerable people outweighs the obvious 
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difficulties associated with barring people 

who may not have been convicted of any 

crime from working in particular 

professions. It’s not always fair but the 

government thinks it’s better than letting 

people who are likely to be criminal have 

unrestricted access to easily exploitable 

potential victims. 

Just think about that for a moment though. 

DBS checks provide information about 

people who may be completely innocent. 

That’s justifiable when the checks are used 

to protect the most vulnerable. It’s not 

justifiable to use it to decide whether or not 

a person can be affiliated to a political 

party. The fact that someone may or may 

not have a criminal record has no impact 

upon their right to hold a political viewpoint 

or to join a Facebook group. There is no 

legitimate reason for Britain First (a political 

party) to vet its members through DBS. No 

political party has access to the DBS 

checking system. The list of organisations 

that can access the list is here. It’s easy to 

see that Britain First would never be able to 

fulfil these functions. Therefore – they have 

no access to DBS. 

So why on earth would the Biffers want us 

to think they use DBS (or CRB, since they’re 

so out of date)? We think that’s obvious. 

Claiming to perform these checks provides 

an air of official respectability. If people 

think the Biffers are performing DBS checks 

they may think that they’re somehow more 

legitimate than they are with their secret 

Facebook groups. As if such a group could 

ever be legitimate. It reminds us of our  

own childhood affiliation with ‘The Tufty 

Club’ that some of Team EBF were 

members of as kids.  

 

But maybe… just maybe… 

Let’s assume that Britain First has a more 

sinister motive than just making money. 

Let’s assume that they want to recruit 

potential terrorists as part of some illegal 

militia. It wouldn’t be the first time that the 

British far right has set up their own private 

‘armies’.  

 

file:///C:/Users/pc%20world/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/IE/GG2VRLCL/DBS_guide_eligibility_v7.pdf
file:///C:/Users/pc%20world/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/IE/GG2VRLCL/DBS_guide_eligibility_v7.pdf
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Mosley did it with the British Union of 

Fascists (BUF) before it was disbanded and 

the man himself imprisoned. The National 

Front (NF) did it with the subversive, 

violent, mobile thugs of the ‘Inter-city 

wrecking crew’ and ‘Combat 18’ and who 

could forget the violent ‘Infidel’ groups 

formed under the umbrella of the English 

Defence League (EDL)? 

It’d be no surprise if Golding had similair 

aspirations. We know he’s violent – he’s 

even posted violent videos of himself to 

remove all doubt. We know his black-

shirted ‘security’ thugs are very happy to 

assault those who get in their way – there 

are plenty of videos demonstrating that on 

line too. We also know that Golding has 

delusions of grandeur and a tendency to 

reach far beyond his grasp. 

 

The attempt to set up an illegal political 

militia (Like Hitler’s Brown-shirted SA) 

would be right up his street. The claim to 

have access to CRB/DBS would encourage 

prospective militiamen to self-identify as 

violent thugs from the outset, thus allowing 

Golding to know who to recruit into their 

secret hit-squad bullshit group. 

Who are they looking for? 

 If they want to join BF they are, by 

definition already sympathetic to 

the group’s fascist aims. 

 The disclosure part of the 

application form identifies the most 

violent and unscrupulous. 

 The secret Facebook group provides 

a means of communication. 

 

Either that or it’s just another money-

making scam, no different from Knights’ 

Templar International (KTI). Who would 

ever have suspected that dishonourable 

neo-Nazis with a long-standing habit of 

flogging dodgy old tat might not be entirely 

trustworthy? 
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Political aspirations 

 

The above quote was taken from the 

announcement by Britain First’s leader Paul 

Golding that he intends to stand as a 

candidate for Mayor of London in May 

2016. It’s not the most naïve of Britain 

first’s political statements but it may be the 

most telling. We thought democracy was all 

about different views freely expressed. Not 

according to Britain First’s statement, it 

seems. 

“Britain First is more than a normal, political 

party – we are a “Declaration of War” 

against the establishment, the vested 

interests behind the scenes, the crooked, 

corrupt politicians and the media 

brainwashers. 

They will all endure a “Day of Reckoning” 

for their crimes and treachery and we will 

deal with them in the same way our 

ancestors dealt with them: through Traitors 

Gate at the Tower of London!” 

 “We fear no enemy, not Islam, not the 

politicians, the Left, the media liars, let 

them launch their assaults on us, we are 

ready and poised for battle.” 

The hit list of ‘traitors’ just keeps on 

growing… 

“Our campaign will be strong, hard-line and 

overwhelmingly pro-British, and we don’t 

give a damn what nasty names they call us 

and how many times they try and paint us 

in a bad light. 

We will take on the Islamists, traitors and 

careerists in London and make their lives 

hell, because that’s what they deserve.” 

“This campaign is London’s “last stand” – it 

withstood the blitz, the plague and zepplins 

(sic), but it has been murdered by 

immigration.” 

So how have Britain First done so far in the 

cut and thrust environment of ballot boxes 

and hustings? Not all that well, as a matter 

of fact. 

 

Back in 2014 the party’s Deputy leader, 

Jayda Fransen contested the Rochester and 

Strood by-election following Conservative 

candidate, Mark Reckless’ defection to 
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UKIP. The locals weren’t too impressed by 

her campaign which appeared to proceed in 

two very distinct stages. 

At first the campaign was typical of Britain 

First – it was an excuse to make money by 

begging for the cash to pay for all sorts of 

things that never materialised.  

Biffers use elections in the same way they 

use everything else. Elections are just 

opportunities to make more money for the 

Biffers. The election appeal to raise the 

money for Fransen’s deposit was painful to 

witness. Then there was the campaign to 

raise money for the election mailshot that 

may or may not have been printed in the 

numbers they claimed, the money for 

postage of the mailshot that was never 

required and the money to take the Royal 

Mail to court (that never happened).  

Folding Golding earned his nickname at the 

beginning of the Rochester and Strood 

campaign’s second stage when he and 

Dutchy said on record that they never 

wanted to run a serious campaign in 

Rochester & Strood. Bizarrely the Biffers 

claimed that Dutchy’s candidature was a 

ploy to support UKIP (from whom she 

probably took 56 votes). Not a penny of this 

money, taken under false pretences was 

ever refunded. 

The Biffers raised funds to field 6 

candidates in the 2013 European elections. 

Then they changed their minds and fielded 

nobody at all. The money was never 

returned. The Fuhrer and his Biffers have no 

respect for the democratic process or for 

the rank and file Nazis who finance their 

abortive exploits. 

Worse than that, they are very happy to 

threaten, intimidate, silence and smear 

political opponents. As a tiny, fledgling 

group of fascists they’re limited in what 

they can do to disrupt democracy.  

 

If they ever were granted legislative power 

we think it’s clear just what would happen. 

Absolute power corrupts absolutely – and 

the Biffers are pretty corrupt already! 

Even this brief foray into the world of 

legitimate politics tells us a lot about the 

Biffers’ attitude to the democratic process 

though. Here’s what we know… 

Biffers have no intention of representing 

the entire electorate. Fransen was very 

clear in Rochester & Strood that she would 

oppose the needs of Muslims and ethnic 

groups. Britain First is a white supremacist 

party with no intention of representing the 

needs of anyone who isn’t a white, 

indigenous, protestant, neo-nazi scumbag. 
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Policies 

"Suddenly it all comes down, all at once. 

You see what you are, what you have 

done, or, more accurately, what you 

haven't done, (for that was all that was 

required of most of us: that we do 

nothing). You remember the occasions in 

which maybe if you had stood others 

would have stood too. You remember 

everything now, and your heart breaks. 

Too late. You are compromised beyond 

repair."  

They Thought They Were Free (1955)  

The Germans 1938-45  

University of Chicago Press 

Not everyone realises just who and what 

Britain First represents. Memories are short 

and each generation focuses more upon its 

own concerns than those of the past. Most 

people have no memory of the Second 

World War. It happened before they were 

born.  

What most of us have are stories from older 

relatives and a vague awareness of what 

Nazism was, what it stood for and the 

horrors that it inflicted upon the world in a 

war that saw tens of millions of people die, 

often in the most brutal and horrific ways. 

We stand against Britain First for many 

reasons. For some it’s a basic dislike of 

discrimination and hatred. Others just 

despise bullies – even those bullies who like 

to dress up as soldiers and shout about 

defence. Many understand that what is 

happening today in our country is very 

similar to the events that gave rise to Hitler 

and the Nazis in pre-war Germany. 

We see in Britain First a mirror of those 

dark days when the Nazi party began in a 

seedy little back room somewhere in 

Munich. We see in Britain First a fledgling 

group of neo-nazi bigots that reflects, 

however imperfectly the vicious intentions 

of that bunch of bigoted bastards whose 

brutality and cruelty is almost beyond 

human understanding. And we see in 

Britain First a group of would be Waffen SS 

bully boys that all peace-loving people 

should oppose with every breath.  

“Nazism seemed to many just an extreme 

version of what [most Germans] had always 

believed in or taken for granted. It was 

nationalistic, respectful of the armed forces, 

socially conservative, disdainful of laziness, 

hostile to eccentric or incomprehensive 

ideas that came from cities, disapproving of 

homosexuals and other unconventional 

human types, and avid to achieve 

‘greatness’ for Germany. They welcomed 

parts of the Nazi political and social 

smorgasbord and told themselves that the 

rest was less important or was not meant 

seriously.”  

(Walter Rinderle and Bernard Norling) 
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In pre-war Germany many who would have 

spoken out against the Nazis in the early 

days were too distracted to notice. By the 

time Hitler and his henchmen gained power 

it was too late. It’s important for the 

citizens of modern UK not to make the 

same mistake. 

 

Paul Golding is no Adolf Hitler and Jayda 

Fransen lacks the manipulative propaganda 

skill of Joseph Goebbels but they are still 

playing their destructive part. Biffers aren’t 

destined to rule the world but they may 

well pave the way for the Fuhrer to come. 

Like Ernst Rohm who led the Nazi 

‘Brownshirts’ into battle on the streets of 

Germany until Hitler ordered his death in 

1934, Golding’s career will falter long 

before he achieves his  goal of becoming 

the Uk’s own charicature of ‘Reichsfuhrer’. 

 Folding Golding and Dutchy Fransen are 

simply pawns in a much longer game. What 

they want is money. The impact of their 

cynical business plan is to sow the seeds of 

Nazism in Britain.  

They promote fear of ‘the other’ (in this 

case Muslims, non-white immigrants and 

‘lefties’) and then turn that fear into a 

willingness to attack. Their role is to 

radicalise. Radicalised extremists pay to 

support their ‘cause’. 

We think it’s important that people 

understand what’s happening to our 

society. We think UK citizens need to divert 

their attention from reality TV shows and 

victim-blaming, tabloid editorials long 

enough to notice just how racist this 

country has become in recent years. 

 When did it become acceptable to 

refer to asylum seekers as ‘vermin’? 

 When did it become acceptable to 

propose machine-gunning desperate 

refugees inside the channel tunnel? 

 When did we decide that letting 

frightened and dispossessed men, 

women and children drown in 

British waters was OK? 

 And when did it become OK to 

demonise Muslims in the same way 

that Hitler and Goebbels, Himmler 

and Streicher demonised the Jews? 

British society is marching step by step into 

the gates of Hell – and Britain First is 
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leading the way.  

The Biffers aren’t even bothering to pretend 

any more – just look at their policies and 

compare them to the words of their Nazi 

role models. And once you’ve seen the 

similarity please help us to spread the word 

and expose these brutal, neo-nazi Biffers for 

the murderous oppressors they really are. 

“The best political weapon is the weapon of 

terror. Cruelty commands respect. Men may 

hate us. But, we don’t ask for their love; 

only for their fear.”  

(Heinrich Himmler) 

Read on as we expose the inspiration 

behind Britain First’s published policy 

statements. They’re not quite identical to 

Hitler’s Nazis but the similarity is strong 

enough for us all to be worried about just 

who these people are. There is a clear and 

present danger here in UK – and trust us – it 

has nothing to do with ‘creeping Sharia’ or 

‘Muslim grooming gangs’. It’s the slow, step 

by step radicalisation of ordinary British 

citizens as they’re dragged further and 

further toward a new, 21st century 

holocaust.  

Hang on to your hats… 

“This pride of race is a quality which the 

German, fundamentally, does not possess. 

The reason for this is that for these last 

three centuries the country has been torn by 

internal dissension and religious wars and 

has been subjected to a variety of foreign 

influences”   

 “Truly, this earth is a trophy cup for the 

industrious man. And this rightly so, in the 

service of natural selection. He who does 

not possess the force to secure his 

Lebensraum (living space) in this world, and, 

if necessary, to enlarge it, does not deserve 

to possess the necessities of life. He must 

step aside and allow stronger peoples to 

pass him by.” 

(Adolf Hitler)  

“What we must fight for is to safeguard the 

existence and reproduction of our race and 

our people, the sustenance of our children 

and the purity of our blood, the freedom 

and independence of the fatherland, so that 

our people may mature for the fulfillment of 

the mission allotted it by the creator of the 

universe.”  

(Adolf Hitler) 

 “The best way to take control over a people 

and control them utterly is to take a little of 

their freedom at a time, to erode rights by a 

thousand tiny and almost imperceptible 

reductions. In this way, the people will not 

see those rights and freedoms being 

removed until past the point at which these 

changes cannot be reversed.”  

(Adolf Hitler) 
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It is impossible for any British citizen to 

continue to pretend that Britain First is 

anything other than a neo-nazi organisation 

following in the footsteps of Hitler, Rohm, 

Goebbels, Goerring, Himmler and Streicher. 

The threat these people represent to our 

society is real and current. It is not an 

option simply to stand aside and refuse to 

get involved. 

 “All that is necessary for the triumph of evil 

is that good men do nothing.” 

(Edmund Burke) 

Fear as a marketing tool 

Since falling out with the BNP, Dowson and 

Golding have used a range of online 

marketing techniques to attract support for 

their racist and Islamopohobic agenda. 

“If you apply professional marketing 

techniques and publicity to political 

fundraising – it’s a gift” (Jim Dowson) 

They’ve done this mainly so that they can 

sell stuff in their online shops and attract 

donations for a range of causes, all of which 

seem to be fronts for Britain First’s own 

fundraising. 

Essentially the Biffers is an online business 

that exploits the insecurity of ordinary 

people to make money from their fears. In 

the process Golding, Dowson and Fransen 

are whipping up as much hatred and 

prejudice as they can – because, as every 

professional marketer knows, there’s 

money to be made from fear. 

So they lie – they cheat, they distort the 

facts and they pretend to defend our 

country from an imagined Muslim invasion. 

They whip up as much fear and hatred as 

they can and then they beg for money. 

Always they beg for money. 

BF claims to be doing something useful but 

as we know they do nothing of the sort. 

They claim to expose terrorists but really 

they harass people who’ve already been 

written about in the newspapers (hardly a 

scoop) or they bully women on the streets 

and old men in otherwise completely empty 

Mosques. 

Britain First is a commercial business 

pretending to be a patriotic political party. 

Their business model is based upon creating 

and then profiting from as much fear and 

hatred as they can manage. The effect of all 

this activity is to make the United Kingdom 

a more hostile, hate-filled and dangerous 

place for everyone, regardless of 

background, religious belief or ethnic group. 

Golding, Dowson and Fransen are 

deliberately damaging our society for their 

own, personal profit. 

So how is this done? 

Read on… 
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Question: How do you turn otherwise 

reasonable people into bloodthirsty cash 

cows? 

Answer: That’s easy – just follow the 

formula. 

First - you need to find some really big lies 

and keep repeating them. It doesn’t matter 

that they’re outrageous – repeat them 

regularly enough with conviction and 

people will believe you all the same. 

 

Second – find a threat to scare people with. 

That can come from just about anyone but 

for really effective ‘fear propaganda’ you 

should identify someone visible but too few 

in number to stand much chance when the 

mob turns nasty. 

Third – identify ‘your people’. This should 

be a group of people that’s very much 

bigger than the group you’re pretending is a 

threat. 

 

Fourth – identify victims. You must point to 

people who have been harmed by the 

‘threat’ (even if it’s not true). Without 

victims to demonstrate the threat it’s 

harder to convince the mob (and without 

the mob on your side you have nothing). 

 

Fifth – Even though there’s no real threat 

you need to present yourself as the popular 
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solution to the problem you’ve invented. If 

possible find ways to pretend that you’re 

taking great risks on behalf of ‘your people’. 

The braver and more popular you seem the 

more grateful ‘your people’ will be. 

 

Sixth – create willing martyrs (it’s not 

helpful to be a martyr yourself). You need 

to stay around to profit from other peoples’ 

martyrdom, not to join them in their 

misery. 

 

Incite others to make stupid gestures, 

perpetrate crimes and commit acts of 

violence that you’re not really prepared to 

do yourself. It’s OK for you to say nasty 

things so long as there’s no comeback but if 

there’s any actual violence to be done you 

need others for that. Then any serious 

prosecutions will affect them, not you. 

Seventh – Even though others take the fall 

you can profit from the argument that you 

are at great risk yourself. Get yourself 

arrested on minor charges regularly – it’ll 

make you seem like the victim of police 

harassment or a conspiracy by ‘the 

establishment’. 

 

Remember that ‘the establishment’ will be 

interpreted by your followers as whoever 

they’re most frightened of so DON’T ever 

be too specific. Let your followers imagine 

their own version of ‘The man’. 

Eighth – Your martyrs aren’t important as 
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people – only as martyrs. Don’t waste your 

own time and money trying to help them. 

Their sacrifice is necessary for your gain. 

 

Ninth – keep trying to provoke backlash 

from the group you’ve identified as a 

threat. That way you get evidence of their 

hostility that you can use to demonise them 

even more. This will keep your paranoid 

followers convinced about the threat you 

imagined and also keep them devoted to 

(and donating to) you, personally. 

Remember above all that you must have 

martyrs – and lots of them. If the supply of 

victims from your in group dries up your 

persuasive appeal will dry up along with it. 

Whatever else you die, no matter how 

much you have to lie you absolutely MUST 

keep people frightened of the out group 

you’ve chosen to represent the threat. 

Ideally of course it’s better if there really 

are victims to capitalise on – they’re always 

the best for raising funds but if you can’t 

find any real victims there’s nothing to stop 

you making some up. Often you don’t even 

need to be specific – people are much more 

likely to respond to emotion than to actual 

information. Just make them feel 

threatened and they’ll think they know 

much more than they actually do. 

As a Shepherd, your job is to keep the Flock 

interested enough to follow you. They need 

to identify both threats and Martyrs. If 

you’re really lucky someone will get badly 

hurt or killed – the propaganda value of 

tragedy can never be over-estimated. 

A terrorist attack is like Gold in your bank 

account. Nothing opens the pockets of the 

faithful like a good atrocity – especially one 

that justifies their hatred. Nothing is more 

profitable for the cynical movement leader. 

If you’re persistent you can keep its 

memory alive to profit from for years to 

come. 

 

What you really want is the slaughter of 

innocent people on Britain’s streets. You 
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can make a fortune from that! 

Be careful though – even the terminally 

stupid will work out that they’ve been 

conned eventually. This sort of deception, 

successful though it is in the short-term, 

won’t last forever. 

 

Alienation of Muslims 

As we know, Fascism depends upon the 

isolation of minorities. Without someone to 

alienate, to portray as a threat it’s 

impossible to harness the fear of the mob. 

Without mob fear it’s impossible to 

persuade ordinary people to support 

atrocity. Without atrocity it’s impossible for 

fascists to portray themselves as ‘defenders 

of the people’. So Britain First needs a 

scapegoat. In Germany between the wars 

the scapegoat was the mythical  

‘international Jewish conspiracy’. In modern 

Britain the scapegoat is the equally mythical 

‘international Muslim conspiracy’.  

This alienation and demonisation has 

several distinct strands, several ways to 

discredit Muslims, each of which are based 

upon distortions and very selective ‘double 

standards’.  

Violent Islam 

The main part of British Fascism’s alienation 

of Muslims is the claim that Islam is 

inherently violent. The evidence for this 

isn’t only weak, it’s ludicrous. 

There are currently 1.6 billion practicing 

Muslims in the world. If Islam was 

inherently violent the world would be a far 

more dangerous place than it actually is. In 

spite of the best efforts of neo-nazis the 

majority of Muslims remain peaceful, just 

like their Jewish counterparts did in 

Germany and throughout Nazi occupied 

Europe in the middle of the 20th century. 

Sword verses 

The justification for the ‘violent Islam’ claim 

is two-fold. First there are the so-called 

‘sword verses’. These oft-quoted passages 

from the Quran do indeed seem to 

advocate death to unbelievers. However 

they pale into insignificance when their 

number is compared to the vastly more 

numerous verses in both the Old and New 

Testaments promising some of humankind’s 

most barbaric and sadistic methods for 

disposing of non-Jewish and non-Christian 
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victims of the faithful. 

The fact is that Islam’s sword verses are no 

more remarkable than those found in the 

Bible. They are a reflection of the era in 

which they were written. They are also 

frequently taken out of context without any 

reference to the more numerous verses 

advocating peace, respect for strangers and 

non-believers, peace toward non-

combatants and banning forced conversion. 

On balance, Islam’s central text is far less 

aggressive, far less murderous than its 

Christian counterpart. And modern 

Muslims, like modern Christians are much 

more peaceful than their respective holy 

books might suggest. 

Crusades 

The second part of the ‘violent Islam’ 

narrative is even more ludicrous. It rests 

upon the fact that medieval Europeans 

launched wave upon wave of hostile 

invasions into the Middle East to 

exterminate Muslims. The aggressors were 

clearly the invading Christians and yet most 

modern neo-nazis will use these successive 

Christian invasions as evidence of Muslim 

aggression.  

It’s Nazism:  

of course it doesn’t make sense! 

Jihad 

Britain First, like the rest of Britain’s fascist 

groups will tell you that Jihad means ‘armed 

conflict’. Actually its meaning is much more 

encompassing than that. 

Jihad means ‘struggle’. More often than not 

Jihad denotes a distinctively spiritual 

struggle known only to the individual. These 

personal Jihads typically involve striving to 

become closer to God, to improve, to think 

or to act in better ways or to develop a 

greater self-discipline. 

 

Christian tradition also has its own version 

of Jihad, of spiritual striving. The lives of the 

Saints, of countless Christian leaders and 

indeed of the apostles themselves are 

replete with examples of exactly the same 

form of spiritual struggle. Although there 

doesn’t seem to be a direct translation into 

English, Christian readers may be familiar 

with English words for different aspects of 

Jihad such as ‘sacrifice’, ‘devotion’, 

‘pilgrimage’, ‘quest’ and yes, of course, 

‘Crusade’.  Other parallels include Fasting 

(the Ramadan Jihad) and charity 

(community service is another important 

form of Jihad). Britain First’s insistence that 

every Jihad involves violent conflict is a 
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deliberate misrepresentation of the truth, 

intended only to create the impression that 

devout Muslims trying to improve 

themselves are extremists bent on attacking 

the rest of us. 

When the Biffers claim that Jihad means 

‘Holy war’ exclusively, they don’t only 

demonstrate their ignorance of Islam. They 

also demonstrate their inability to 

understand religious principles of both 

Islam and Christianity, their unwillingness to 

check their ‘facts’ and their refusal to 

acknowledge the most basic truths about 

the religion they claim to have studied, 

even when those truths are pointed out to 

them. 

Creeping Sharia 

Fransen learned to rant about this 

particularly emotive cash cow during her 

EDL days when fears about ‘creeping Sharia’ 

were as rife amongst the legislatively 

illiterate as they evidently are today. We’re 

sure it’s still good for a few quid and 

Golding and Fransen will certainly be happy 

to fleece their supporters for a bit more 

cash by pretending to defend this nation’s 

law against the invading ‘Moose Limbs’. 

There’s just one problem – it’s all bollocks. 

What we’ve come to know as Sharia ‘courts’ 

are in reality nothing more than religious 

arbitration councils. This country operates a 

range of arbitration services which, with the 

consent of all involved can acquire a legally 

binding status in exactly the same way that 

other forms of contract have binding status. 

They’re no different from organisations like 

ACAS or industrial tribunals in that respect. 

They don’t deal with matters of criminal law 

(because criminal cases are about affronts 

to the state). They only deal with civil 

matters and they do so with consent. Not 

that Britain First’s followers are interested 

in such trivial details… 

 

The law is very clear but for the hard of 
understanding one of the country’s senior 
Law Lords, Lord Justice Mumby laid it out as 
follows… 

“However, it is important to realise that 
reliance upon religious belief, however 
conscientious the belief and however 
ancient and respectable the religion, can 
never of itself immunise the believer from 
the reach of the secular law. And invocation 
of religious belief does not necessarily 
provide a defence to what is otherwise a 
valid claim.” 

Christian Barrister, Paul Diamond agreed, 
possibly (but not necessarily) through 
gritted teeth… 
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“Some cultural beliefs and practices are 
simply treated by the law as being beyond 
the pale. Some manifestations of religious 
practice will be regulated if contrary to a 
child’s welfare. One example is the belief 
that the infliction of corporal punishment is 
an integral part of the teaching and 
education of children and is efficacious … 
And some aspects of mainstream religious 
belief may even fall foul of public policy. A 
recent striking example is Westminster City 
Council v C and others [2008] EWCA Civ 198, 
[2009] Fam 11, where the Court of Appeal 
held on grounds of public policy that a 
‘marriage’ valid under both Sharia law and 
the lex loci celebrationis despite the 
manifest incapacity of one of the parties 
was not entitled to recognition in English 
law” 

Even the Former Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Lord Carey of Clifton has weighed in on the 
side of common sense … 

“The individual conscience is free to accept 
such dictated law, but the State, if its people 
are to be free, has the burdensome duty of 
thinking for itself.”  

“So it is that the law must firmly safeguard 
the right to hold and express religious 
beliefs. Equally firmly, it must eschew any 
protection of such a belief’s content in the 
name only of its religious credentials. Both 
principles are necessary conditions of a free 
and rational regime.” 

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfr
ee/andrewbrown/2011/feb/28/christianity-
gay-rights-english-law  

Sharia courts are not only legal in the UK, 

they are also subject to the law and have no 

place in the administration of criminal 

matters. Criminal matters like inciting 

violence or stirring up religious hatred for 

example. 

To put it another way – they cannot mete 

out the kinds of punishments regularly 

claimed by the likes of Golding and Fransen. 

They only have a role at all in civil cases 

where both parties actively choose and 

agree to pursue the Sharia route. If even a 

single participant refuses to abide by the 

Sharia ‘court’ the case automatically moves 

on to the civil courts or some other form of 

arbitration. We might almost forgive 

Golding for his lack of legal understanding 

but Fransen, who claims to have a law 

degree really should understand this basic 

(and obvious) fact. Perhaps she’d be kind 

enough to put some of her followers 

straight. 

The legal basis of British Sharia courts is no 

different from that of their British Christian 

and British Jewish counterparts. 

 

Much the same can be said for Christian 

‘courts’ which also operate within UK and 

have done for centuries alongside both 

http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/andrewbrown/2011/feb/28/christianity-gay-rights-english-law
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/andrewbrown/2011/feb/28/christianity-gay-rights-english-law
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/andrewbrown/2011/feb/28/christianity-gay-rights-english-law
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their Jewish and Islamic equivalents. In each 

case, criminal matters are referred to the 

secular courts because, as we reported 

above, no British religious tribunal has any 

jurisdiction in criminal matters. 

Halal and zakat 

This is where the Britain First fascists 

become really confused. The obvious 

hypocrisy is often too much, even for them. 

The real reason for their objection to Halal 

food is an attempt quite literally to starve 

Muslims out of UK. The belief was that by 

removing Halal meat from British stores 

they could ensure that Muslims would have 

nothing else to eat and so would have to 

leave the country. 

Initially they opposed Halal food on the 

grounds that it’s cruel. This isn’t a bad 

argument but it’s a point that doesn’t only 

apply to Halal food. Kosher food is ritually 

slaughtered in much the same way and 

even secular slaughter methods leave a lot 

to be desired. Actually between 84% and 

90% of all UK Halal meat is stunned before 

slaughter, thus making the process no more 

barbaric than any other method. 

Opposition to Halal on the grounds of 

cruelty then became a thorny problem. 

Biffers would also have to oppose Kosher 

food at the very least. Since part of their 

argument against being Nazis is their 

friendship with Israel that argument just 

had to go. They needed another tack. 

One approach is to object on religious 

grounds. That’s the argument that Jayda 

 

Fransen seems to favour. The problem here, 

which any ‘student of Islam’ (Jayda regularly 

makes that claim) would know is that Allah, 

the term used for God by Muslims, 

Christians and Jews throughout the middle-

East is the same God of Abraham that she 

purports to worship herself. 

Golding prefers a rather different approach. 

 

Golding claims that Halal food is subject to a 

2.5% ‘Zakat’ tax which goes straight from 

http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/food-and-drink/what-is-halal-meat-the-big-questions-about-religious-slaughter-answered-9331519.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/food-and-drink/what-is-halal-meat-the-big-questions-about-religious-slaughter-answered-9331519.html
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the retailer or restauranteur to fund Islamic 

extremists bent on the total destruction of 

the West. 

 

There is absolutely no evidence of any 

money from the sale of Halal meat making 

its way to terrorist bank accounts. 

There is evidence that money from the sale 

of Halal is used legitimately. That’s not hard 

to track. Tax returns are pretty good at 

picking up abnormalities and the loss of 

2.5% from every Muslim food wholesaler 

and retailer would certainly raise more than 

a few eyebrows. 

Then there’s the thorny problem (for 

Golding) of the meaning of zakat itself. 

Zakat really is the name of an Islamic tax. 

Zakat really does represent 2.5% of a 

Muslim’s disposable earnings. 

Zakat is a tax that is paid annually (and 

voluntarily) by devout Muslims to charitable 

causes. It funds traditional Islamic causes 

such as providing food for the hungry, 

providing shelter for those who need it or 

paying for medical and other forms of aid to 

the needy. 

The aim of Zakat is to enhance the quality 

of human life. It’s about as far from the 

aims of terrorists as you can get. It’s not 

unlike the Christian tradition of ‘alms-giving’ 

or the annual gift of Maundy money, 

distributed to the UK’s poor by the Queen 

on Maundy Thursday.  

Zakat is religious giving. It’s like the tithing 

practiced in many Christian churches.  

We wonder if Paul and Jayda would object 

to that too! 
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Paedophilia 

Another favourite of Fascist propaganda is 

the claim that all Muslims are paedophiles. 

The argument is that since Mohammed 

married a child, Aisha and since several 

Muslim paedophile rings have come to light 

then the inescapable and obvious reality 

must be that all Muslim men are child sex 

abusers. Or are they….? 

 

Unfortunately for ‘the fash’, the argument 

falls flat in some crucial ways… 

Mohammed’s child bride 

Aisha was Mohammed’s second (and 

favourite) wife. Estimates of her age at the 

time of her marriage vary. The best we can 

say with confidence is that she was 

somewhere between the ages of 9 and 21 

on the day of her betrothal. That’s a pretty 

big margin of error. Some far-right 

Islamophobes claim that she was actually 

only 6 years old when she married but that 

seems extremely unlikely. Marriage at such 

a young age would have been against the 

rules of the Ummah (Islamic community).  

We can say with confidence that there is 

absolutely no evidence that the marriage 

was consumated during Aisha’s childhood. 

That’s very important. It means that there’s 

nothing to suggest that Aisha had sex 

before she came of age, despite her 

marriage to Mohammed, which may not 

have been until her early twenties anyway. 

But let’s consider the lowest plausible age. 

Let’s assume that she was only 9 years old.  

It’s important to remember that we are 

talking about the customs and practices of a  

 

(Aisha) 

nomadic tribal community in the early part 

of the 7th century. The betrothal of children 

was common throughout both the East and 

the West at the time. European history 

records many Western monarchs who not 

only married long before puberty but who 

also produced children as soon as they were 

biologically able to. There’s nothing unusual 

about child brides in the context of the 

time. There is something unusual about 

Aisha and Mohammed though. They appear 

not to have had sex until long after Aisha hit 
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puberty.  

Aisha is said to have joined Muhammad on 

the raid that culminated in the Battle of 

Badr, in 624 CE. Since only those aged 15 or 

over could have been present at the raid, 

Aisha must have been at least 15 by then 

which means she must have been 13 at the 

very least on her wedding day in 622. 

According to Tabari, Aisha was first offered 

in marriage to a different man in 615. The 

minimum age for Muslim betrothal at the 

time was 9 years old which would have 

made her at least 16 years of age by 622. 

Aisha was one of Abu Bakr’s four children, 

all of whom were born prior to 610 and the 

beginning of the Islamic era. This would put 

her at no younger than 12 years at the time 

of her betrothal (an absolute minimum). 

Significantly older than many contemporary 

Christian brides.  

None of this suggests that sex with children 

is acceptable in modern UK. It simply 

demonstrates the double standard of 

Britain First and the rest of the far-right 

Islamophobic groups who delight in 

chanting “Mohammed was a paedo” on the 

streets of Britain. The evidence against 

Muslims in this regard is far less damaging 

then is the evidence against Christians. And 

in both cases the ‘evidence’ has been taken 

so far out of its historical context that it is 

both meaningless and stupid. 

 

Muslim grooming rings 

There have been some very high profile 

cases involving Muslim men, especially of 

Pakistani origins who committed a range of 

crimes against children. The scandal against 

young people in Rotherham is a particularly 

well-known and prominent example, 

although it’s not the only one. 

However this doesn’t mean that all Muslim 

men, or even all Pakistani Muslim men are 

paedophiles any more than all Catholic 

priests can be accused of paedophilia on 

the strength of the Roman church’s 

unfortunate relationship with (and 

protection of) paedophile clerics. Recent 

child sex scandals within the Anglican and 

Methodist churches don’t reflect upon all 

protestants either. 

There are paedophiles in every community.  

1400 years ago every community accepted 

child marriage, sex and childbirth at a very 

young age. If these things are enough to 

convict all Muslims then they also must 

convict all Christians by the very same logic.  

This stuff doesn’t convict all Christians, of 

course. And it doesn’t convict all Muslims 

either. It does reveal an awful lot about the 

bigotry and selective attention of modern 

neo-nazis who will grab on to even the 

flimsiest fantasy to demonise their Muslim 

neighbours. 
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Terrorism 

Britain First loves to claim that all Muslims 

are extremist Islamist terrorists.  

 

They want to convince non-Muslim Brits 

that their Muslim neighbours, you know, 

the same people who wish you Merry 

Christmas and run many of your local 

charities, are really terrorists awaiting their 

opportunity to kill us all and replace the 

Westminster parliament with an Islamic 

caliphate. 

It’s ridiculous, of course. Most Muslims, just 

like most non-Muslims would far rather live 

in peace than in conflict with their 

neighbours. It seems that the real hostility 

comes not from British Muslims but from 

Britain First itself. These are the people who 

in November 2015 actually passed a motion 

to ban Islam altogether from UK, should 

they ever gain political power. 

 

 

Ironically, Britain First is itself guilty of the 

very things it accuses British Muslims of. 

Britain First distorts the bible to promote 

hatred and incite terrorism – with appalling 

results. We have already noted how much 

hate crime against Muslims and other non-

whites has increased since the Biffers came 

on to the scene with their media-savvy 

marketing and their distortions of the facts. 
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Taqiyya 

Taqiyya is a failsafe argument for Biffers. It’s 

a relatively little known Muslim doctrine. 

Most Muslims on the EBF Facebook page 

had never even heard of it. Taqiyya allows 

SOME Muslims to deny their faith but only 

if acknowledging it would put their lives at 

risk AND if denying Islam doesn’t 

undermine the wider ‘Ummah’ (Islamic 

community). It’s very specific and cannot be 

used to justify any other form of untruth. 

 

Biffers like to pretend that Taqiyya is much 

more far-reaching. It’s the fascist ‘joker in 

the pack’ that lets them deny anything a 

Muslim says that doesn’t fit their 

preconceived prejudices. 

According to Britain First then… 

 If a Muslim wishes you peace and 

prosperity – it’s Taqiyya! 

 If a Muslim advocates non-violence 

– it’s Taqiyya! 

 If a Muslim supports a charitable 

cause – it’s Taqiyya! 

 If a Muslim denounces Islamic 

extremists – it’s Taqiyya! 

The truth is that Muslims are just people 

like the rest of us. The Muslim community 

contains people who do nice things and 

people who do nasty things. Most Muslims, 

like everybody else are capable of both 

types of behaviour because, also like 

everyone else, they’re not perfect. But 

they’re not bloodthirsty terrorists. 

Britain First is so paranoid it’s difficult to 

know whether or not they’ve begun to 

believe their own lies. It’s not difficult to 

know who profits from the fear they create 

though. 

Dowson, Fransen and Golding are making a 

nice little pile of cash on the back of Britain 

First and the Taqiyya doctrine allows them 

to keep on fooling the human sheep who 

fund their hateful business. 

Fear sells! 
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Poppies 

The poppy is a double pay-off for Britain 

First. On one hand it’s been a hugely 

profitable way to stir up religious tension by 

constantly harping on about the isolated 

‘poppy-burning’ episode from 2010.  

 

Relying upon the same flawed logic that 

tells them that all Muslims are paedophiles 

the Biffers have decided that all Muslims 

hate remembrance. This is despite the fact 

that huge numbers of Muslims fought and 

died for Britain in the two world wars that 

are the main (but not the only) focus of 

Remembrance on November 11th. 

The feigned outrage they promote at this 

isolated act (which was dealt with by the 

courts at the time) has allowed them to 

claim a general hostility and disrespect from 

the Muslim community toward our serving 

soldiers. It’s all rubbish of course but what 

else is new? Almost everything that Britain 

First puts forward as ‘truth’ is rubbish. 

To maintain their belief in this ridiculous 

drivel the Biffers need not only to ignore 

poppy hijabs like this one… 

 

They also need to claim Taqiyya when faced 

with Muslim poppy sellers like these… 

 

Ignoring all the evidence before them is no 

mean feat but somehow the Biffers 

manage. That’s just as well for Dowson and 

Fransen. If their lies weren’t believed, 

Britain First wouldn’t be able to pretend to 

be brave by loitering near unsuspecting 

(and entirely safe) poppy sellers so they can 

pretend to be watching over them to 

‘protect the poppy’. 

The truth is that far from protecting the 

poppy, Britain First prefers to divert funds 

from the Royal British Legion (the intended 
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beneficiaries of the poppy appeal) by 

marketing their own, cynical version of the 

poppy and keeping the cash. This is a 

picture from Britain First’s ‘Lionheart’ online 

shop where poppy badges are sold in direct 

competition with the forces charity. 

 

And they say that Muslims don’t respect the 

poppy. 

We think the real disrespect comes from 

the cynical, dishonest profiteering of Britain 

First! 

 

 

 

 

Grooming children and vulnerable 

adults 

 

It seems that the British government is 

finally waking up to the problems caused by 

domestic terror groups like Britain First. 

Biffers will no doubt claim that the issue is 

Islamic extremism. They’ll even try to use 

the fact that de-radicalisation is necessary 

as a justification for their own existence. 

But that won’t wash with anyone who can 

actually read. 

Just look at these selected highlights from 

the BBC article… 

Eight people a day were referred to the 

government’s deradicalisation scheme 

known as “Channel” this summer. 

Between June and August, 796 people in 

England and Wales were reported to the 

programme for possible intervention. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-34469331
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National Police Chiefs’ Council figures show 

more than a third of the total, 312, were 

aged under 18. 

How odd it is that young people, those who 

Britain First target most are so highly 

represented. How odd that the figures have 

risen so significantly across all age groups 

just as Britain First, after so many years of 

trying have eventually started to have an 

impact in the real, offline world. 

“There were 327 referrals in June, 349 in 

July, and 120 in August. 

There were more referrals over this period 

than for the whole of 2012-13 – the first 

year the scheme was rolled out across 

England and Wales. 

 

It is more than double the level of referrals 

recorded in the first three months of 2014-

15” 

 

“The government has defined extremism as: 

“Vocal or active opposition to fundamental 

British values, including democracy, the rule 

of law, individual liberty and mutual respect 

and tolerance of different faiths and 

beliefs.” 

“Haras Rafiq, managing director at security 

think tank Quilliam, said the figures came 

after “the lure of extremism has increased 

over the last year both from an Islamist and 

far-right perspective”. 

“There is a symbiotic relationship between 

the two,” he added.” 

Mr. Rafiq put it rather more politely than 

we do. We just describe Britain First and 

ISIS as… 

Two cheeks of the same arse! 
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Social media tactics 

Britain First lost lots of followers after their 

awful performance in the 2015 BBC3 

documentary ‘We Want Our Country Back’. 

That’s not exactly surprising. Unlike the 

Biffers’ own video editor from ‘One Narrow 

Door’, the Beeb had no interest in trying to 

make these tin-pot Nazis look like anything 

other than what they really are. The 

documentary exposed this organisation and 

its members as violent, far-right thugs 

who’s only defining characteristics are 

hatred, stupidity and a cynical obsession 

with their own aggrandisement. 

 

Predictably enough the Biffers set out on 

another fundraising push just as the Beeb’s 

hour-long programme hit the nation’s TV 

screens. That’s no surprise either. The 

Biffers were paying to replace their lost 

Facebook likes so it didn’t look too obvious 

that they were falling (and failing) fast. 

We often see surges in Britain First’s online 

numbers immediately after fundraising 

drives.  

 

If you watch (especially at night) you can 

see their figures rise by thousands in the 

space of a few minutes. Interestingly – 

these increases often come in ‘round’ 

numbers. 1,000 here and then an hour or 

two later 1,000 there. It’s almost as though 

they buy their likes from Clickfarms. How 

could anyone ever suspect such a thing? 

It’s difficult to know how many of Britain 

First’s likes are genuine but we did a little 

accounting exercise based upon our own 

Facebook statistics. It’s a simple enough 

formula. 

We looked at the number of likes we have 

and then at the number of people actually 

engaged in discussions on our page. That 

was a bit time consuming but it was worth 

it. Then we took the second figure and 

converted it into a percentage of the first to 

give us our formula. Assuming that the two 

sets of Facebook ‘followers’ are comparable 

we now know how to deduce actual likes by 
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counting engagements ‘heads’ in 

discussion. 

In the case of our own page, that’s simple 

to establish. EBF don’t use clickfarms. Nor 

do we use clickbait so everyone who likes 

our Facebook page will have a genuine 

interest in what we do. In Britain First’s 

case, a large proportion of even the real 

people who’ve liked their page presumably 

have no idea who they are and will never 

visit their page. They just clicked and shared 

a picture of a cute puppy or a nostalgic 

image from their childhood with no idea 

about the sinister far-right group whose 

name they were helping to spread. 

In our estimate then the top figure is the 

‘clean’ figure which we arrived at by 

assuming that the Biffers percentage ratios 

are just like our own.  

 

The lower figure is our best guess 

(admittedly based upon very little raw data) 

at an adjustment for clickbait likes. This 

gives us an estimated total of 250,000 to 

270,000 actual Facebook likes at the time 

this special edition went to press (late 

November 2015). That’s a far cry from the 

million likes that Britain First would have us 

believe. 

Given the Biffers’ extensive use of clickbait 

(and the fact that almost every meme they 

put out comes with instructions to ‘like and 

share’) even these numbers are probably a 

gross over-estimation of their actual 

popularity. 

We need to go even further, delving deeper 

into the deceptive world of Britain First. 

Once we realise that the Biffers are just as 

keen to create support in Australia, Russia, 

Canada and the United States the numbers 

become even less significant. Uncle Jim 

Dowson clearly understands the financial 

value of these overseas markets and many 

of their likes come from the American right. 

These are the paranoid, gun-toting, Muslim-

hating ‘Christians’ who are always eager to 

put their money where their gunbelt is – for 

the ‘right’ cause, of course. 

 A quick scan of comments on Britain First’s 

page shows just how many of their 

supporters live overseas and contribute 

nothing at all to their meagre UK popularity. 

In reality a full 43% of the Britain First fan 

base has nothing at all to do with UK and 

cannot influence our political system at all. 
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Then there are the ‘alts’ – the online Alter-

egos that the Biffers have long been 

encouraging their membership to create. 

These ‘alts’ are there to harass BF’s political 

opponents but they also help boost the 

Biffers’ numbers by clicking ‘like’ whenever 

they can. 

 

Finally we should include the many feeder 

pages and mirror sites of Britain First. Most 

people are unaware that these sites are also 

run by Britain First. Nor do they realise that 

it’s possible to ‘merge’ likes between their 

pages. This means that Britain First gets to 

count likes that actually were meant for 

mirror sites like one of their deceptive 

Remembrance Day scam pages. 

 

On the street Britain First is nothing much 

to speak of. They’ve never achieved 

anything like the numbers of the EDL who 

really did used to get thousands of Nazis at 

their zenith. The EDL enjoyed the sorts of 

numbers that Golding and Fransen can only 

dream of. 
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Overseas tactics 

The Biffers have many feeder pages that 

they share all of their material with and vice 

versa. If you look overnight you will see BF 

share a lot of Knights Templar International 

or English and Proud posts. These posts 

tend to be hidden during the daytime. This 

taps into the USA, Australian and Canadian 

feeds. The more likes, shares, comments 

and reach, the more Facebook takes an 

interest and helps to keep Britain First in 

people’s feeds. 

That’s why they have around a million 

Facebook likes and counting. It’s creative 

accounting, cynical marketing, paid-for likes 

and persistently flooding the internet with 

click bait, sock puppet debate and overnight 

posts intended for our American and 

Australian counterparts. 

 

But for all their apparent Facebook 

popularity they don’t do nearly so well 

when it comes to getting real boots on real 

ground. Most Biffer rallies struggle to 

muster 100 people. Actual, real world 

support is very limited but the combination 

of bought likes, clickbait shares and the rest 

creates a very convincing impression of 

popularity. No matter how big and strong 

they appear online though, those 

misleading, over-inflated stats mean 

nothing in the real world, except… 

…If they appear bigger, stronger and more 

popular than they are then they will 

eventually gain some real world support 

too. Their Facebook page is essentially an 

echo chamber. Dissent is deleted to the 

extent that only one (Nazi) view remains. 

This misrepresents the neo-nazism of 

Britain First as the only ‘right point of view’. 

We know that Britain First’s co-founder, Jim 

Dowson has a wealth of experience as a 

marketer, publicist and political fundraiser. 

Fuhrer Biffer, Paul Golding was BNP press 

officer until he and Dowson left the party in 

2011 to found Britain First. These people 

have skills and, laughing stock though they 

are, we’d be wrong to underestimate their 

influence. 
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People 

Jim Dowson 

 

Jim Dowson used to be a fundraiser for the 

British National Party. He cut his teeth in 

the United States running marketing and 

publicity for the Christian right’s anti-

abortion campaigns. He’s a fundamentalist 

Christian who wants to start a Holy war 

between Christians and Muslims.  

Dowson has been implicated in some really 

nasty stuff in Northern Ireland as well as 

several sexual harassment allegations, one 

of which led to him leaving the BNP. 

Paul Golding 

Britain First’s leader and co-founder is Paul 

Golding (pictured). He’s a former national 

officer of the ultra-nationalist British 

National Party (BNP) and ex member of the 

white supremacist National Front (NF). He 

formed Britain First after falling out with 

BNP leadership. 

As Fuhrer of Britain First, Paul appears to 

see himself as a great orator like Enoch 

Powell or Oswald Mosley. He generally just 

shouts abuse at Muslims and ‘lefties’ 

through microphones though. 

 

Golding was Nick Griffin’s publicity officer 

until he was lured away by Dowson’s wallet 

and co-founded Britain First. 

He’s a failed cage-fighter, a failed councillor 

and a failed Fuhrer. 

Jayda Fransen 

Britain First’s Deputy Leader, Jayda was 

their only UK parliamentary candidate so 

far, attracting just 56 votes in the 2014 

Rochester & Strood by election. The other 6 

were European candidates. She claims to 

have read 7 versions of the Q’uran but 

clearly understands none of them, hence 

her vicious and repeated abuse of UK 

Muslims. 
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Our mole tells us that Jayda is set to 

become Fuhrer when Paul Golding is ousted 

from office (and possibly expelled from 

Britain First altogether) in summer 2016. 

Steve Lewis 

 

Steve is BF’s ‘Regional Commanding Officer’ 

(RCO) for pretty much everywhere. He 

repeatedly turns up at demo’s and 

‘invasions’ of buildings across the UK with 

the same half dozen or so ‘activists’ (who 

always claim to be local). Steve is famous 

for losing the Britain First banner to anti-

fascists in Piccadilly circus. 

Lewis is the epitome of the keyboard 

warrior. Nominally a key member of the 

Britain First security team he’s only really 

ever seen surrounded by thugs and his 

bravest moments appear to happen just at 

the time he’s sitting in front of his computer 

keyboard. 

Robin Lomax (Armed Forces Division) 

 

This failed squaddie is supposed to head up 

the Britain First ‘Armed Forces division’. In 

truth he commands about half a dozen 

walts and has-beens. His main claim to 

fame is the indoctrination and radicalisation 

of his adolescent daughter and a handful of 

her friends. 

Lomax comes from Chesterfield where the 

famous crooked spire seems to be a perfect 

match for the organisation he represents. 
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Paul Besser (Intelligence) 

Not the sharpest knife in the drawer, Besser 

is supposed to be responsible for Biffer 

intelligence. 

So far this has amounted to a poor attempt 

to infiltrate anti-fascist ranks by getting 

people to set up false Facebook accounts 

(with hilarious results) and encouraging 

Biffers to run whingeing to social media 

platforms like so many tantrum-throwing 

toddlers! 

 

His ‘secret group’ was infiltrated by anti-

fascists within hours and his attempts to 

maintain even the most rudimentary 

secrecy have been pitiful at best. 

Click here to see what we mean. 

John Broomfield 

 

John is a bit of an embarrassment for 

Britain First. In spite of their well-publicized 

hatred of paedophiles this RCO Biffer is 

himself a convicted ‘paedo’. He is 

sometimes seen cowering behind police 

lines with the rest of his neo-nazi mates at 

Britain First rallies. It seems that BF doesn’t 

really mind about white-skinned sex 

offenders – just the brown ones. 

Amanda Slatter 

One-time love interest for Stevie Lewis, 

Mandy “the minx” Slatter has the 

implausible position of ‘Regional 

Commanding Officer’ in Britain First, despite 

hailing from exactly the same region as 

Lewis, Golding, Fransen and just about 

every other member of Britain First. Even 

more implausibly she sometimes acts as 

‘security’. No, really – it’s true! 

https://exposingbf.wordpress.com/2015/07/13/when-politics-goes-bad/
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In a fine demonstration of fascist cronyism, 

Slattery Mandy achieved this lofty accolade 

on the strength of her previous association 

with Jayda Fransen. They were EDL ‘Angels’ 

together. 

 

 

That’s it – that’s the sum total of her 

credentials and qualifications for this ever-

so-important responsibility. 

Amanda Smith 

Amanda Smith is also a Biffer RCO. We’ve 

no idea why. Probably because she knows 

Mandy and Jayda and didn’t want to feel 

left out. 

Smith can be seen at just about every 

Britain First demo, usually shuffling along 

behind Slatter looking very much like a fifth 

wheel. 

We think she was probably an EDL Angel 

too, before the EDL leadership defected to 

Quilliam and the group fell apart. So she 

joined Britain First. 

Well – what’s a fascist to do? 
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Other Biffers 

There are other Biffers, of course but given 

how insignificant the leadership have 

proven to be they don’t deserve much of a 

mention. They’re not really worth more 

than a passing mention here although their 

public domain pictures can be quite 

entertaining.  

 

Even the gun toting Irishman, Ryan Hannon 

who clearly has aspirations to be some sort 

of Nazi sniper, protecting the new Reich 

from the ravages of decency is noteworthy 

only because his picture provides some sort 

of comic relief. Hannon was one of these 

brave Biffers who mounted a dawn ‘raid’ on 

an Islamic community centre in 

Newtownwards, took a couple of 

photographs with a Britain First banner and 

then legged it when a couple of Muslims 

turned up for morning prayers. 

 

In common with so many fantasist Biffers, 

his attempts at a menacing pose, either 

online or off don’t do him any favours at all. 

To be fair to Hannon though – he really 

doesn’t look any sillier than the rest of 

Britain First (see overleaf). 
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Merchandising 

Making money is the mainstay of Britain 

First’s modus operandi. It’s the entire 

reason for their existence. It’s run by racist, 

nationalist neo-nazis and so it has a 

predictably neo-nazi ‘product’ but really it’s 

a business with a far-right theme. Don’t be 

too surprised by that. It may be unexpected 

but it makes sense from a purely 

commercial standpoint: 

 Mothercare targets new parents; 

 Game targets computer gamers; 

 Filofax targets professionals and; 

 Britain First targets Nazis. 

Once we understand that Britain First is 

primarily a money-making scam aimed at 

the most gullible members of the far-right 

community (and they are pretty gullible) 

everything else falls into place: 

 The constant begging letters to 

supporters; 

 The never-ending fundraising drive 

to pay for court cases and 

campaigns that never happen; 

 The wonderful ploy of getting 

supporters to pay for the printing of 

the Britain First ‘newspaper’, to pay 

again to have it delivered to their 

doors for distribution, to pay again 

for their own copies and then to pay 
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twice the cover price for a 

subscription to the newspaper 

they’ve already paid for twice 

(sometimes even three times) 

before AND; 

 The constant parade of tacky, over-

priced merchandising. 

 

All of this makes sense when we realise that 

the dodgy political stance is really just the 

marketplace. The real purpose of Britain 

First is to dupe as much cash as possible, as 

often as possible from as many ‘marks’ as 

possible, for as long as is possible before 

morphing into some other entity and 

starting all over again. 

Far right politics may be important to racists 

and neo-nazis but it’s just one big car-boot 

sale to Dowson, Fransen and Golding. 

 

You can even pay for life membership of the 

Biffers. £120 will get you a little 

membership card and a ‘free’ Polo shirt that 

any decent person would be ashamed to 

wear in public. We like the key ring best. It’s 

just like the cheap plastic ‘snap and click’ 

arrangements we used to get our school 

photographs in when we were children. 

Wow, Britain First! You really know how to 

push the boat out in your cheap tat shop, 

don’t you? 

The actual quality of the merchandise 

doesn’t really matter though. That’s not 

what the Biffers are paying for. It’s the 

sense of belonging and of identity that 

appeals to them the most. 

We know that Britain First can’t actually 

muster more than a couple of hundred 

racists at a time, even to their biggest, most 

widely advertised and promoted 

demonstrations. That’s because actual, 

dyed in the wool neo-nazis are pretty thin 

on the ground in UK. And that makes them 

lonely and desperate to belong. By 

maintaining the illusion of popularity with 

all their paid for Facebook likes and clickbait 
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scams, Britain First has effectively 

convinced the sad and lonely Biffers in our 

midst that they aren’t actually as isolated as 

they first thought. That makes them want 

to belong and if it costs them a few quid to 

delude themselves that they’re part of 

something constructive and meaningful 

then so be it.  

The sad, the desperate and the lonely 

queue up to give Fransen and Dowson their 

two quid a month, to buy their over-priced 

tat and even to donate to Paulie’s pork pie 

fund. 

It’s a powerful but cynical marketplace. 

Appeal to the desperate and you’ll profit 

every time! 

 

 

Charity scams 

There are few aspects of the Britain First 

business model more odious than the 

cynical and hypocritical way they use 

legitimate charities for their own dishonest 

ends. By piggy-backing off the back of long-

respected organisations like the Royal 

British Legion as well as relative newcomers 

like Help For Heroes the Biffers have hit 

upon a way to scam even more profits 

whilst simultaneously draining the real 

charities of funds. 

 

Each November the Britain First poppies go 

on sale, sometimes using their own design 

(above) and sometimes shamelessly ripping 

off the copyrighted two petal design of the 

much-beloved Royal British Legion itself. 
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They do this despite repeated requests 

from the Royal British Legion to desist and 

even the threat of court proceedings (a 

familiar theme for the boys and girls over at 

Biffer Towers). 

 

They’ve even pretended to support animal 

welfare charities and raised money they 

purport to be destined for worthy causes 

such as care for abused children, always 

with their own Islamophobic spin. 

 

Help for Heroes has issued a formal 

statement explaining that not a penny has 

been received from Britain First 

Despite the fact that Paul Golding was 

himself chased out of town by an elderly 

veteran who took issue with him pretending 

to raise funds for the charity. 

 

The video is well worth watching. It 

demonstrates both the dishonesty and the 

arrogance, not only of Britain First as an 

organisation but of Fuhrer Golding himself. 

Britain First repeatedly flouts both the law 

and common decency in its continuing 

search for easy money. The only saving 

grace is the inescapable fact that this 

elaborate scam cannot fail to starve other 

https://youtu.be/BAwEN9UfoqA
https://youtu.be/BAwEN9UfoqA
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far-right groups of cash, Britain First is so 

effective at squeezing every last ounce of 

spare money out of the UK’s small pool of 

fascists and Nazi sympathisers. 

 

Their love/hate relationship with the 

English Defence League may suggest an 

uneasy peace but most other far-right 

groups are very well aware of the damage 

that Dowson, Fransen and the increasingly 

irrelevant Golding have done to their 

coffers - and they’re not amused. 

If the prison system doesn’t stop the Biffers 

there’s a reasonable chance that a coalition 

of groups like the BNP and the NF (already 

forming under the banner of ‘Nationalist 

Unity’) might. 

Business registration scams 

 

Biffer businesses are really difficult to pin 

down. That’s because they work under 

several different names and platforms.  

 

They keep swapping directorships and 

addresses and they even close businesses 

and start new ones, presumably to take 
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advantage of temporary trading regulations 

to avoid paying tax.  

 

Addresses have included Paul and Jayda’s 

home addresses, Uncle Jim’s address in 

Ireland and even Paul’s Dad’s house. Such is 

the sophisticated (and transient) business 

empire of Britain First. 

Many of the Britain First business details, 

registrations and accounts can be found on 

line. As a registered political party and 

registered trading entity too they have a 

duty to publish all sorts of details that most 

people never think to look for. It’s well 

worth spending a little time on line 

researching them. 

Their accounts leave a lot to be desired and 

what passed for ‘transparency’ in relation 

to their reports to the Electoral commission 

was genuinely laughable. 

 

If you do decide to have a look and you find 

anything ‘juicy’ please let us know here at 

EBF. We’d be especially keen to know what 

happened to all the donations they got for 

political campaigns and civil suits that never 

happened.  
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Royal crown scam 

Britain First loves to misappropriate other 

peoples’ intellectual property. They’ve 

stolen soundtracks for their videos, images 

for their clickbait and charity profiles for 

their fraudulent fund-raising escapades. 

And they’ve stolen the image of the St. 

Edward’s Crown, that instantly recognisable 

symbol of Royal approval that only those 

organisations who genuinely have attracted 

Royal favour are entitled to display. 

 

From Tee shirts to baseball caps, from key 

rings to cheap tacky ‘medals’ the St. 

Edward’s Crown logo is everywhere on 

Britain First’s tatty wares. 

Not everyone cares about this. Many 

people think of Royal approval as nothing 

more than a way for the monarch to grant 

an unfair ‘leg-up’ to favoured business 

owners.  Be that as it may – the fact 

remains that there are rules surrounding its 

use and the flagrant disrespect of those 

rules by Britain First demonstrates just how 

little this ‘patriotic’ organisation respects 

the fundamental institutions of Britain. 

It will be ironic indeed if the St. Edward’s 

Crown scam proves to be the one that 

finally brings down the Biffers.  

And it might… 

 

If not the Royal Crown Scam then 

something else will be the final nail in the 

Biffer coffin, the straw that breaks the 

nationalist camel’s back. 

Maybe the Royal British Legion will crush 

them in court. Perhaps the electoral 

commission will ask one too many 

questions about Biffers’ accounts or 

Companies House and the Inland Revenue 

will put their heads together. Or maybe the 

Biffers they’ve conned will wake up 

someday.  
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Leave a Nazi legacy scam 

Here’s where the Biffers get really cynical. 

“Think about our children!” they cry. 

Most people take good care of their kids 

and work hard to leave them as much as 

they can after they’re gone. 

Or alternatively… 

You could leave your legacy to Dowson, 

Fransen and Golding if you think that’s the 

right thing to do. 

The screenshots are a bit hard to see but 

enlarged images are available on the next 

page. 

Essentially Britain First is asking its gullible 

followers to leave their hard-earned 

legacies not to their kids but to Britain First 

itself. They even offer to help you draft the 

will (presumably to prevent your family 

contesting it after you’re gone). 

They even ask you to include a clause 

(wording is helpfully supplied) allowing the 

legacy to be transferred to whatever (or 

whoever) Britain First morphs into. 

They know that Britain First won’t last. They 

also know that most people who write their 

wills quickly forget all about them. Dowson, 

Fransen and Golding will ditch Britain First 

as soon as it stops paying. They’ll move on 

to another cause. Dowson has done this 

several times already, previously scamming 

gullible investors with Pro-life campaigns, 

religious fundamentalism and, of course – 

nationalism. 

Britain First will quickly fade into history but 

your legacy (if you’re gullible enough) will 

keep on giving and giving to these cynical 

con artists. 

Or you could leave your pile to your kids 

like nature intended! 
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Positive futures 

It’s easy to become despondent when 

reading about the modern day fascists that 

would take this country back to the pre-war 

Germany of almost a century ago.  

It’s easy to fear for the future of our society 

when we learn of this media-savvy 

organisation and its cynical business model, 

designed as it is to cater for the neo-nazi 

marketplace.  

But the future isn’t quite as gloomy as it 

first appears. 

 

For all its sophisticated sales strategies and 

dishonest double-dealings this sad bunch of 

neo-nazis hasn’t really impacted upon the 

great British people outside of Facebook. 

They’re outnumbered by antifascist 

demonstrators everywhere they go. If it 

wasn’t for the Police protecting their right 

to protest they probably wouldn’t make it 

down any High Street in the land. 

There’s a great British tradition of 

confronting fascism dating right back to 

1936 when Mosley’s blackshirts were 

beaten back by tens of thousands of 

ordinary Brits. On that October Sunday 

5,000 fascists descended on London’s East 

End, straight into a confrontation from 

which they barely escaped with their lives. 

Society is rather less violent today and the 

likelihood of Britain First’s Biffers being 

attacked with bricks and batons as Mosley’s 

group were is slim. But the resolve remains. 

Modern antifascists come from all walks of 

life, all political persuasions (except fascism, 

of course), all races and all religions. We are 

united and we are strong. 

 

Britain First will go the way of all far-right 

groups in UK. They come, they enjoy a few 

years of popularity and then they fade away 

into oblivion, only to be replaced by more, 

equally short-lived bunches of bigots. There 

will always be fascists in UK but… 

Britain First will soon be gone! 
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In conclusion 

The British far-right is changing. The people 

are the same. Golding, Fransen, Dowson, 

Slatter, Lewis, Lomax and the rest have 

been around for years. They’ve previously 

been in the English Defence League, the 

British National Party, the National Front 

and a host of other sad fascist groups. 

But their tactics are evolving. It’s taken 

them a while but the UK’s neo-nazis have 

finally dragged themselves into the 21st 

century, at least as far as social media is 

concerned. Philosophically they’re as 

outdated as ever. 

It would be wrong to dismiss this new 

development. They may not be able to 

muster many on street attendees at their 

‘Days of action’ but they are having an 

impact upon the public mind. Repeated use 

of social media and clickbait have allowed 

Britain First to create a shift in attitudes 

toward racism and mistrust that we would 

be wise to take seriously. 

But it’s not all doom and gloom. Public 

attitudes shift and as more and more 

people become aware of just how they’ve 

been duped by Britain First, more and more 

of them are choosing to reject Nazism in 

favour of more reasonable attitudes of 

openness and mutual respect. 

There is work to be done. Antifascists do 

need to be vigilant and we do need to 

continue to expose the lies and the cynical 

manipulations of groups like Britain First 

and whatever sad, Fascist groups come 

after them. But it’s a fight that we cannot 

fail to win. 

British society looks frighteningly callous 

today but that will pass. We’ve been here 

before. In the 1970s the National Front 

peaked before their famous defeat at the 

Battle of Bridge Street. The British National 

Party reached its zenith in the early years of 

this century but this great society of ours 

saw through their lies by the end of that 

decade. 

The nation’s only serious political threat 

from the far-right, UKIP sank into the 

electoral wasteland in May 2015 and so it 

goes on. 

The battle for public opinion is real and we 

must not become complacent. But so long 

as we continue promoting the truth we will 

not lose. 

 

No Pasaran!  


